Subject:
Water collects under the vegetable drawer due to air infiltration and/or
frozen drain.
Cause:
During fan motor operation, pressure inside the fresh food section will be
lower than outside. Warm, humid air can enter the fresh food section if there
is any opening, such as the hole for the water line at top of refrigerator.
Solution:
Use the Seal Kit to prevent air infiltration.
Install the Drain Clip to improve heat transfer to drain.
Parts Required:
DA81-05707A A/S-SEAL;AW,SEAL KIT

DA61-06796A CLIP-DRAIN EVAP REF

Directions:

Top
Table

1

1) Disassemble the Cap.
2) Disassemble the Top Table.
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Disassemble the water supply
connector.
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Re-assemble after tucking up water
supply hose with foam seal
(W30mm*L50mm*T3mm).
No gap allowed.

ELECTRONICS

SERVICE TIP
PRODUCT:
FD Refrig
DATE:
8/27/2012
Models:
RF197AB RF197AC
RF217AB RF217AC
RF263AE RF265AA
RF265AC RF265AD
RF266AB RF266AD
RF266AE RF266AZ
RF267AA RF267AB
RF267AC RF267AD
RF267AE RF267AZ
RF268AB RF268AC
RF26VAD RF26XAE
RF26XAZ RFG237AA
RFG238AA RFG293HA
RFG295AB RFG296HD
RFG297AA RFG297AB
RFG297HD RFG298AA
RFG298HD RFG299AA
RFG299AB RFG29PHD
RFG29THD
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Water
Tank

1

Tuck up whole area of hose with foam
seal (W50mm*L80mm*T5mm).
Make sure it is tight.

Tuck up inlet and outlet of the water
hose with OJC seal
(W40mm*L80mm*T5mm), and then reassemble.
The sealed hose should be inserted into
the hole located inside of the liner.

Install drain clip

Drain
hole

1

1

Remove the evaporator
cover. Check for
condensation:
A. On the fan motor case
B. On the back of the
evaporator cover
aluminum plate
C. Behind the drain plate.

Remove the aluminum tape
on the drain pan.
2

Remove 4 screws in the case
of the fan motor, and then
remove the motor and shroud
assembly.
Cover
Evap
3

Be careful not to damage the
tape.
Attach the foam strip with the
center hole onto the
Styrofoam as shown.
Reassemble evaporator
cover.
Attach foam seal (W15mm) to bottom of evaporator cover.
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This information is published for informational purposes only and intended for use only by personnel qualified for the specific tasks depicted.
Qualified personnel are those who, based on their training and experience, are capable of identifying risks and avoiding potential hazards when
handling or servicing a product. Only qualified personnel should repair products powered by electricity. Any attempt to handle, service or repair
the product or products by anyone other than qualified personnel could result in serious injury or death. You agree that your use of and reliance
on this information is at your sole risk. This information is subject to change or update without notice. There are no warranties, either expressed
or implied, regarding the accuracy or completeness of this information.”.

